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    Chapter- Sources of Hindu Law…..Continue 

II.Smritis   as a Source of Hindu Law 

(B)  Smritis   (which is remembered) 

„Smriti‟ is a second source of Hindu Law which is a body of texts which can be attributed to an 

author, unlike Shrutis which are authorless because they were transmitted and supplemented 

solely through generations. The word „Smriti‟ is derived from the root “smri” meaning „to 

remember‟. Traditionally, Smritis contain those portions of the Shrutis which the sages forgot in 

their original form and the idea whereby they wrote in their own language with the help of their 

memory. Thus, the basis of the Smritis is Shrutis but they are human works.  

There are two kinds of Smritis viz. Dharmasutras and Dharmashastras. Their subject matter is 

almost the same. The difference is that the Dharmasutras are written in prose, in short maxims 

(Sutras) and the Dharmashastras are composed in poetry (Shlokas). However, occasionally, we 

find Shlokas in Dharmasutras and Sutras in the Dharmashastras. In a narrow sense, the word 

Smriti is used to denote the poetical Dharmashastras. Dharmsutras are called early smritis 

whereas Dharmashastras are called later Smritis. 

1. Dharmasutras (Early Smritis) 

Dharmasutras are written in prose, in short maxims (Sutras). The Dharmasutras were written 

from 800 to 200 BC. They were mostly written in prose form but also contain verses. It is clear 

that they were meant to be training manuals of sages for teaching students. 



They incorporate the teachings of Vedas with local customs. They generally bear the names of 

their authors and sometimes also indicate the shakhas to which they belong. Some of the 

important sages whose Dharmasutras are known are: Gautama, Baudhayan, Apastamba, Harita, 

Vashistha, and Vishnu. They explain the duties of men in various relationships. 

1. Gautama – He belonged to Samveda school and deals exclusively with legal and 

religious matters. He talks about inheritance, partition, and stridhan. 

2. Baudhayan – He belonged to the Krishna Yajurveda school and was probably from 

Andhra Pradesh. He talks about marriage, sonship, and inheritance. He also refers to 

various customs of his region such as marriage to maternal uncle‟s daughter. 

3. Apastamba – His sutra is most well-preserved. He also belonged to 

Krishna Yajurveda school from Andhra Pradesh. His language is very clear and forceful. 

He rejected Prajapatya marriage. 

4. Vashistha –He was from North India and followed the Rigveda school. He  

recognized remarriage of virgin widows. 

2. Dharmashastras (Later smritis) 

Dharmashastras are composed in poetry (Shlokas). Dharmashastras were mostly in metrical 

verses and were based on Dharmasutras. However, they were a lot more systematic and clearer.  

However, occasionally, we find Shlokas  in Dharmasutras and Sutras in the Dharmashastras. 

“Smriti” means “what is remembered”. With Smritis, a systematic study and teaching of Vedas 

started. Many sages, from time to time, have written down the concepts given in Vedas. So, it 

can be said that Smritis are a written memoir of the knowledge of the sages. 

Immediately after the Vedic period, a need for the regulation of the society arose. Thus, the study 

of Vedas and the incorporation of local culture and customs became important. It is believed that 

many Smritis were composed in this period and some were reduced into writing, however, not all 

are known. 

From the history above, the fact which becomes obvious is that the Vedas were divine laws, 

while the Smritis were more of secular laws dealing on morality and religion. The Smriti were 

accepted as statements of laws and they became an effective source of Hindu law. The laws laid 

down in Smritis included law on morality, procedural and substantive rules applied in the 

adjudication of disputes and penal provisions meted out as punishments on wrong doers. 



The number of Smriti writers is almost impossible to determine but some of the noted Smriti 

writers enumerated by Yajnavalkya (sage from Mithila and a major figure in the Upanishads) are 

Manu, Atri, Vishnu, Harita, Yajnavalkya, Yama, Katyayana, Brihaspati, Parashar, Vyas, Shankh, 

Daksha, Gautama, Shatatapa, Vasishtha, etc. 

The rules laid down in Smritis can be divided into three categories viz. Achar (relating to 

morality), Vyavahar (signifying procedural and substantive rules which the King or the State 

applied for settling disputes in the adjudication of justice) and Prayaschit (signifying the penal 

provision for commission of a wrong).  

Smritis are considered as text which has been remembered and then interpreted by the rishis 

throughout the generation.  

We are discussing some of the important Smritis in detail: 

1. Manu Smritis 

The Manusmiriti remains one of the finest embodiments of Classical Hindu law and of 

fundamental importance in any study on law in India. This was oldest Smriti which was written 

by „Manu‟ but was supplemented further by generations because writing was not invented and it 

was transmitted orally. Brahmins had an eminent position in society and there were no right for 

women or shudras.   

2. Yajnavalkya Smriti 

 The Yajnavalkya  Smriti was written Between the period of „Budha‟ and Vikramaditya. It was 

more systematically arranged and was more concise than Manu Smriti. It was also more 

lieralrecognised the womens right of inheritance and holding of property. This Smriti provided 

better position to Sudras . This  The Smrti of Yajnavalkya occupies the next important place after 

the Manusmrti among the legal texts in India. It contains 1010 slokas or stanzas and is divided 

into three Adhy'Syas or books, namely Acara or ecclesiastical and moral code. .Vyavahara or the 

civil law and Prayascitta (penance) or the penal code. 

There are several well known commentaries on Yajfiavalkya's Institutes such as by Apararka, 

Visvarupa, Vijffanesvara, Mitra Misra and Sulapani.  

The first chapter of YajRavalkya smrti speaks of the sources of law, the second on Brahmactfah 

Prakarana (The second chapter contains the famous law of adoption by Baudh"ayana. Other 

chapters deal with marriage, castes, purification, sraddha etc. ; With the exception of Manu, 

YajPTavalkya and few others, writes Vidarnava, the smrtis as a rule do not treat of vyavatiara or 



what may be called Legal Procedure or Positive Law. Yajnavalkya mentions fourteen sources of 

Law. Nyaya is one of them. But, this word has not been used in the sense it is used in the 

Arthalastra. Vijyanesvara has defined it as 'tarka vidya' or logic. The Mitakshara by 

Vijyanesvara as the most important law book next to Manu and declared him to be the principal 

authority of the Shool of Benaras and Middle India. 

3. Naradasmriti 

Narada was a Nepali Sage. He was very broadminded than Yajnavalkya and Manu. He 

recognized the widow re-marriage. This Smriti also gave the womens right to hold the property. 

Narada Smriti advocated about the supremacy of  king made law. He also laid down the rules of 

pleading, evidence and witnesses which was not mentioned at all  previous smritis. Narada 

reflects the higher end in the evolution of Hindu law. He comes next to Yajavalkya and Manu. 

Naradasmrti does not mention Yajavalkya smrti by name which shows it may have not reached 

the stage of authoritative work in law. Narada has dealt law in a systematic manner, even though 

not without certain drawbacks. He is more exhaustive and advanced in treatment on topic of law, 

but at the same time more conservative than his predecessors.''^ Narada was well known as a 

legal author as gathered from the later smrtis and digests. Prof. Jolly has rightly remarked -"The 

repute of Narada as a legal writer appears to have been so great that upwards of half of his work 

has been embodied in the authoritative composition of the medieval and modern writers in the 

province of Sanskrit Law"  Among, the three law codes, i.e. Manusmriti, Yajnavalkyasmrti and 

that of Narada, Narada is considered as  the leading code with respect to enunciations in law. 

(C) Digest and Commentaries 

The third ancient source of Hindu law is commentaries and digestives. Commentaries and 

digestives have expanded the scope of Hindu law. It played a very major role in developing the 

very concept of Hindu law. It helped in the interpretation of the smritis. Single interpretation of 

the smritis is called as a commentary while different interpretations of the smritis is known as 

digestive. Dayabhaga and Mitakshara are considered to be the two most important commentaries. 

Commentaries (Tika or Bhashya) and Digests (Nibandhs) covered a period of more than 

thousand years from 7th century to 1800 A.D. In the first part of the period most of the 

commentaries were written on the Smritis but in the later period, the works were in the nature of 

digests containing a synthesis of the various Smritis and explaining and reconciling the various 

contradictions. 



After 200 AD, most of the work was done only on the existing material given in Smritis. The 

work done to explain a particular smriti is called a commentary. Commentaries were composed 

in the period immediately after 200 AD. Digests were mainly written after that and incorporated 

and explained material from all the Smritis. 

Some of the commentaries were, Manubhashya, Manutika, and Mitakshara. While the most 

important digest is Jimutvahan‟s Dayabhaga that is applicable in the Bengal and Orissa area. 

“Mitakshara” literally means “New Word” and is the paramount source of law in all of India. It 

is also considered important in Bengal and Orissa where it relents only where it differs from 

Dayabhaga. It is a very exhaustive treatise of  law and incorporates and irons out contradictions 

existing in Smritis. The Dayabhaga and Mitakshara are the two major schools of Hindu law. The 

Dayabhaga School of law is based on the commentaries of Jimutvahana (author of Dayabhaga 

which is the digest of all Codes) and the Mitakshara is based on the commentaries written by 

Vijnaneswar on the Code of Yajnavalkya.  

The basic objective of these texts was to gather the scattered material available in preceding texts 

and present a unified view for the benefit of the society. Thus, digests were very logical and to 

the point in their approach. Various digests have been composed from 700 to 1700 AD. 
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